ECDS Updates 2018-19

As you work through your Fall PEIMS data, please be mindful of one of the most common issues that causes fatals in the ECDS Kindergarten data submission.

**Kinder students must have one course marked as their homeroom:**

- All KG students must have a studentsectionassociation record with a homeroom indicator value of (true / false or 1 / 0).
- Only one KG course should be marked with a 1 or true designating the homeroom. The other KG courses the student is enrolled in would have a homeroom indicator of 0 or false.

**ECDS MOU/Partnership Teacher Section Information:**

- If a Teacher section association record is not provided for the KG or Pre-K submissions, you will get the following fatal business validation error
- 30305-0019: For a given Course Section reported for ECDS, regardless of grade level, there must be at least one teacher section association with CLASS-ROLE of ‘01’. For ECDS, regardless of grade level, each course section must have at least one Teacher of Record.

**TPRI and Tejas LEE paper/pencil assessments:**

- If your district administered a paper/pencil version of the TPRI or Tejas Lee, you must open a TIMS ticket requesting the files and spreadsheet necessary to create the ECDS assessment .xml files.
- You will receive a secured email containing instructions and downloadable files to submit your ECDS data.